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PARTNERSHIP OVERVIEW

The F5 and SecureAuth Partnership
Key benefits

F5 and SecureAuth have partnered to help enterprises using CA SiteMinder

· Simplify authentication and
authorization for web applications

simplify web access operations and ensure web application security without

· Remove SiteMinder complexity
· Dramatically reduce
management overhead
· Enable BIG-IP APM as your main
point of control and enforcement

the need for complicated agent installations. The SecureAuth PDP (Policy Decision
Point) solution allows F5® BIG-IP® Access Policy Manager® (BIG-IP APM) to access
policies stored in the SiteMinder policy server, giving you the authorization control
you need without having to deploy multiple web agents across your servers.

Maintain security while simplifying access and authorization
When you employ the F5 and SecureAuth PDP solution, you can remove
complicated agents from web application servers via the F5 iRules® scripting
language. With an iRule, you can allow BIG-IP APM to communicate directly with
the SecureAuth server. This allows you to utilize BIG-IP APM as the central access
point for all users while maintaining SiteMinder protection for authorization—
resulting in a much more scalable, reliable, and secure system.
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Learn more
For more information about F5
and SecureAuth solutions, visit the
SecureAuth and F5 partnership page
on f5.com.
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You can also find more details on
secureauth.com.
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The SecureAuth PDP server integrates with BIG-IP APM via iRules.

Simplify integration via iRules

Scale your infrastructure

Integrate SiteMinder’s authorization and
single sign-on (SSO) functionality while
ensuring strong security using an iRule
with BIG-IP APM.

Address your application access and
authorization issues while maintaining
superior performance with the scalability
and high performance of BIG-IP APM.

Streamline web application access
Remove complexity from your enterprise and
ensure that security policies can be deployed
in a repeatable fashion through a single
access portal for all web applications.

To find out more about how F5 and SecureAuth joint technology solutions can help your
business succeed, contact secureauth@f5.com or visit f5.com/secureauth.
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